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NEWSLETTER NO. 6 - Mar 2005
The Society’s first Annual General Meeting, attended by 73 members, was held on 12 Dec 2004; the full report can be
found on the Society website. Membership at year end totalled 150, of which 62 were family members. As a result, and
because functions in 2004 had produced a useful profit, the Society had a year end surplus of £1757. The outlook for 2005
was promising, if membership renewals continued at a high rate, but expenses were likely to be higher for speakers and for
the quarterly newsletter.
The meeting endorsed the Constitution and elected the Committee to run the Society for the next twelve months. The
programme of talks for 2005 had also been settled and the Chairman hoped that the mix of topics would continue to provide
something of interest to every member.
Mulled wine and mince pies were served and then representatives of the five task groups reported on the year’s progress.
Development of Wadhurst (Rachel Ring): The group had decided to place emphasis on the Victorian period. They had
done very interesting work with the Courthope Map (c 1840) and a 36’ x 12’ Tithe Map: six back-breaking hours had been
spent tracing this. A fascinating picture had been created and was on display.
Estates and Buildings (Michael Harte): A visit had been made to Wadhurst Park with a tour of the house, contents and
estate buildings. This had led to the three-part article in the Newsletters. A visit to Snape Barn had been interesting—
especially a painted board with the iron-master’s poem. An e-mail from Canada about Three Oaks Farm (aka Browns and
Gatehouse Farms) and its forced sale in 1803 had ended with the Society receiving a gift of a legal indenture on four pieces of
vellum about the sale. This document will be an invaluable resource as it includes many names still in Wadhurst.
Family History (Emma Richardson and Rosemarie Peeling): Between Summer 2002 andl September 2004, all churchyard inscriptions have been deciphered and recorded. The group is now researching the Victorians and will be tracking
families. Some of their results feature on p.4.
Industry and Agriculture (Martin Turner): Research was under way on bricks; iron production; wood; brewing; railways;
the Government Farming Survey for the war effort; the use of marl and marlpits; weaving; the growing of flax. John Hardcastle of Whiligh had been interviewed and the Courthope Ledger had provided a fascinating insight into life there, commenting on the weather, pay on Good Fridays, Coursley (sic) Wood and Bueman’s (Beauman’s). John Millett talked about farriers
and blacksmiths in Wadhurst and the information gleaned from the 1851 census.
Oral History (Heather Woodward): The group had enjoyed an active if sometimes frustrating year. Interviews were
being recorded but the technicalities of then dealing with the tracking, archiving and transcribing of these recordings had
caused considerable delays. It had been decided to interview people who could provide valuable information about Wadhurst
so that we can build as complete a picture as possible of the town in the 20th Century and earlier. The current interview list
was 91; of that list 18 had been interviewed but 8 had already died.
This group is the least specific of all the task groups but it is the one which can devote itself to the most important resource of
all – people. Thanks are therefore given to all who have been or will be interviewed for the valuable contribution they are
making to our understanding and knowledge of Wadhurst
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Meeting Schedule for 2005
Commemoration Hall—19:30 for 20:00
Wed 6 Apr
Wed 27 Apr
Wed 1 Jun
Wed 6 Jul
Wed 28 Sep
Wed 2 Nov
Wed 7 Dec

Chris Wade:
Smugglers in Kent
Paul Clark:
Dining—the History of Food, Drink and Manners
June Laycock:
Putting Batemans to Bed
Joss Leclercq:
Military Aviation in Northern France
Ron Lewis:
My life as an Evacuee
Heather Woodward:
Nelson: the Myths and the Truths
AGM - members’ talks and social

Forthcoming Events
HISTORIC LEWES
Saturday 14th May—£18.50 a head with a full day programme, departing at 08:30 and visiting Anne of Cleves’
House and gardens in the morning. We hope to visit the
Priory (a 10 minute walk away) and hear something of its
history. Time for lunch then we regroup at the Castle and
Barbican for a 13:30 tour. We will arrive home around
17:00. Names & money to Rachel Ring by 22 March.
CHATHAM DOCKYARD
Our second visit will be to Chatham Dockyard on Saturday
1st October, leaving at 09:00. After coffee/tea, we have a
1½ hour conducted tour ‘In the Footsteps of Nelson’. After
lunch and private exploration, we join the Kingswear Castle
for a cruise. We will return to Wadhurst by 18:30. Cost to
include all of the above is £28 per head. Names and money
required by 15th July. RR
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Notes on Society Meetings
On 5 January 2005, when the stage curtains parted I
could easily have been convinced that Jack Fuller, rather
than Geoff Hutchinson, was standing before us. Once
again, the History Society was treated to an entertaining
and informative evening.
Jack Fuller, the English eccentric, lived during the reigns of
George II, George III who was on the throne for 60 years,
and George IV, famous for building Brighton Pavilion. Jack’s
life was lived in two parts, his early years given to the
excesses of a rich young man driven by ambition and the
love of leisure and pleasure but eventually mellowing,
anxious to redress his headstrong youth, share his wealth
and give something back to society.
Born in 1757 Jack inherited his fortune at 20 years of age.
His family had settled in Heathfield in the 16th century and
had made their money from the iron industry and from
sugar plantations in Jamaica. As well as the Brightling
estate he inherited property in Wimpole Street, Devonshire
Place and Jamaica.
He was interested in politics and in those days money
bought seats. Life was exciting: he was a friend of William
Pitt, England was fighting the American War of Independence and then Napoleon Bonaparte declared war.
Soldiering became his interest and he formed the Sussex
Yeomanry providing colourful uniforms and organising
skirmishes to keep his men ready for action, although these
usually ended in a draw followed by port to drink. He
became the High Sheriff of Sussex and the Keeper of the
King’s Peace.
In 1807 he almost lost his parliamentary seat to Col Sergison who attacked Jack for voting against the abolition of
the slave trade. Jack countered this by labelling Sergison a
Papist and, because anti-popery feeling was strong in
Sussex, he secured the vote. Jack was a colourful MP but
after a few fairly turbulent years his enthusiasm for politics
waned and his approach to life became more benevolent.
Leaving politics in 1810 he turned to the world of Art,
Culture, Architecture and Science. He became friends with
Joseph Turner and the architect Sir Robert Smirke. Jack
approached the vicar of Brightling for consent to build the
Pyramid in the churchyard and it is assumed that Smirke
had a say in its design and construction. Jack Fuller was a
founder member of the Royal Institution and he set up two
professorships in science. These interests also led him to
build the Observatory, the Garden Temple on the Hill, the
Obelisk, the Hermit's Tower and the Sugar Loaf. Times
were hard and these projects all provided employment for
the villagers. He also had a four mile wall built to enclose
Rose Hill, the Brightling estate, at a cost of £10,000.
In 1828 he purchased Bodiam Castle from the Webster
family for 3000 guineas. He purchased the first lifeboat in
Eastbourne and built the lighthouse on the cliffs.
Jack was a regular church attender and maintained the
village church. In 1815 he had five bells in the tower recast
to commemorate an old soldier friend.
A great character, Jack knew all the famous people of his
time. He was very fond of the ladies and at the age of 33
he proposed to Susanna Thrale but, when she turned him
down, he remained a bachelor all his life. His nephews
inherited his estate on his death in 1834 aged 77 years.
While Jack Fuller’s “follies” are a very visible reminder of the
man, it was Jack’s wish to put things back into society that
he hoped would make him remembered for the right
reasons.
Anna Mona-

ghan
On 9 February 2005 Dr Frank Gray, Director of the
South East Film and Video Archive [SEFVA], gave a talk
entitled ‘Moving Images of Sussex’. He explained that there
are eight similar archives across England, each encompassing a separate region, but inter-linked. The aim of SEFVA is
to preserve the moving image, starting with early film
material, moving on to video and then to digital.
SEFVA's search for early film was begun in 1992, when
much film had already been lost. However film turns up in
many unsuspected places—hospitals, police stations, offices
and in people's homes. Dr Gray pointed out that even
amateur film showing everyday life can provide valuable
historical information on bygone days, especially if this
material is used in conjunction with other contemporary
evidence.
A collection of film is being built up for loan to schools,
museums, record offices and exhibitions, and ways are
being explored to make this material interesting and accessible. Dr Gray hoped that in the future it would be possible
for the public to access the material via their computer
network.
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To conclude our look at Wadhurst Park and the Drewe
family, Thai Goulton comments:
“On our way to Cornwall last autumn we visited Castle
Drogo, now a National Trust property. The Castle lies in
beautiful Devon countryside just outside the village of
Drewsteignton. The drive from the road to the car park
through lovely parkland with mature trees gives you a first
impression of the size of the property. A walk through the
Estate and the adjoining Devon countryside can be recommended to enjoy unspoilt views of Dartmoor. It was thus
that we first saw the Castle looking forbidding and incongruous in the middle of nowhere, and you wonder why it was
built—to guard some important trade route of which you
had never heard? But, of course, it was built between 1910
and 1930 by Julius Drewe, previously of Wadhurst Park, and
is said to be the last castle to be built in England. The
architect was Edwin Lutyens, and the Castle is considered to
be one of his most remarkable works. Julius Drewe started
the building with his eldest son who was very much involved
in the planning: sadly he was killed during the 1st World
War; the father, however, carried on and completed the
building. One room in the Castle is dedicated to the
memory of the son.

Much of the material shown included life and work in Kent.
The first film, entitled Our Daily Bread, was shot in Ashford
by a local farmer called Ernest Hotting and covered a period
around 1934/35. It provided a vivid picture of life on a farm
in a pre-mechanised period when horses were still used for
ploughing and bringing in the harvest (although there were
shots of a tractor in use). Although this was produced by an
amateur film-maker, the quality of the film suggests that
Mr. Botting had put much thought into its production.
A second film showed everyday life in Tunbridge Wells in the
1960s, revealing a time capsule of a particular town at a
particular time. One of the shots showed a blacksmith at
his work, and this was identified as being of Mr. Bassett,
who worked in Wadhurst. We are not quite sure how this
came to be included in a film about Tunbridge Wells. Dr
Gray explained that one of the excitements of working on a
collection like this is gradually to accrue more and more
evidence, from different sources, about what is actually
being portrayed, and learning the identity of Mr. Bassett
was just one more piece in the jigsaw about this particular
archive material.
We were then shown several shorter clips, one of which
showed the opening of a swimming pool in Brighton in
1934. This pool was the largest sea-water covered swimming pool in the world at the time. It had an advanced filter
system to purify the water. For some reason the public
appeared to prefer sea bathing and the pool was closed in
less than eighteen months. Another film on leisure showed
the history of surfboarding from 1930 until the present day.
This was followed by a film entitled On The Land depicting
hop picking in Kent in 1930s and one of a family birthday
party of a young girl in the 1930s. The last film to be shown
was of street life in Canterbury with cars, horse-drawn carts,
bicycles and pedestrians all co-existing, apparently amicably, in the congested highway. Some streets shown are still
recognisable whilst other parts have now been demolished.
The evening ended with a plea from Dr. Gray to search our
cupboards and attics to discover any old films which might
be lurking there. His department would be delighted to look
at them to see if they contained material of interest, and
reminded us that film decomposes quickly if not properly
stored. If we find any ‘buried treasure’ we should contact
him on 01273 643 213 or write to him at SEFVA, University

We walked from the car park past an old wooden bench,
now inhabited by a colony of ants and no longer safe to sit
on, yet fascinating to watch. The house is certainly impressive and gives a good insight into life up- and below-stairs
during the first half of the 20th century: grand living rooms
for the family in the style of a medieval castle, sparsely
furnished accommodation for the staff, such as the butler’s
bedroom behind the kitchen. The rooms open to the public
still contain the original furnishings and equipment, such as
china, kitchen utensils, old radios, knick-knacks such as a
chess set made from Cornish tin, endless shelves of books.
The connection with Wadhurst Park manifests itself in pieces
of furniture and portraits brought from Wadhurst. I am
always fascinated by these places which give you an insight
into ‘how people used to live’. I wonder though whether I
would have built a house in beautiful countryside with
windows too small to enjoy the views!
At the end of your wanderings through recent history, you
find a nice little National Trust Café with delicious food.
We walked back through the formal gardens in their auAnd a titbit about another large house—now up for
sale:Snape House had another famous occupant: Natasha, a commoner, a divorcée, and then wife of Michael II
the last Romanov Tsar—younger brother of Nicholas II,
fled to England in 1919 and lived at Snape from March
1919 to some time in 1920 [see ‘Michael and Natasha:
the Life and Love of the Last Tsar of Russia’ by Rosemary
& Donald Crawford - Weidenfeldt & Nicholson 1997]

Two of our members—Emma Richardson and Rosemarie Peeling—have spent several years exploring the
graveyard of our Parish Church. At the 2004 AGM they
presented some of their results: the first tale concerned
George Cutbush and his family
George Cutbush lived, we believe, at what is now Sunnymead in the Lower High Street. In 1841 his family comprised his wife Elizabeth (née Standen) who was born in
Leigh, Kent and his children, two year old Laura and one
year old George Jnr. George, along with his friend and
business partner Thomas Barton Gent, owned the Grocer
and Draper business which was situated in St James’s
Square. George and Eliza had married in the Parish Church
in July 1838. He was the son of John Cutbush a Miller, we
think perhaps from Northiam, and she was the daughter of
William Standen, a Farmer. Elizabeth was a minor at the
marriage so it may be that the happy couple were already
expectant parents—not an uncommon situation in those
days!.
In 1843 Elizabeth gave birth to another son, Walter, and
two years later to another daughter, Mary Jane. Shortly
after this things began to go wrong for the family; young
Mary Jane Cutbush was buried on August 8th 1846 aged 14
months. She was followed less than a year later by her
father who died in May 1847 of Consumption; he was just
40. Elizabeth was left a widow with 3 children.
In his Will George had left his family well provided for. He
left Elizabeth
“So much furniture as she shall select to the amount of
£30.” His business interest was put into trust for his children under the watchful eye of Mr Thomas Barton and the
income from it was to be given to Elizabeth for her own and
their children’s maintenance as long as she remained
faithful to his memory and didn’t remarry; in this event the
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smiths Lane opposite the Greyhound Public House.
Before this the couple had lived at the Forge in Hurst Green
where their first son, William had been born in 1837. The
couple had married in Tonbridge 10 years earlier and the
ceremony had been witnessed by William Walker of Wadhurst and Phoebe Pitt (the wife of Abraham Pitt of the Old
Vine Cousley Wood).
William and Sophia had not had a happy marriage as
regards to children. Their second son John had died 12
hours after his birth; daughter Esther Sophia had died aged
only 3 days. Poor William registered both the birth and
death of his only daughter on the same day. According to
her death certificate Esther had died of Convulsions. Perhaps she had an infection and died from convulsions resulting from a fever. The couple’s last child Ann lived the
longest, reaching an age of 12 days. I would imagine that
their eldest child William Jnr was probably very precious to
them. As there appears to be such a long gap between
marriage and the birth of William, it may be that they had
children before him, but as yet we have not found them.
Sophia Elizabeth Reed herself died in May 1847 of some
form of cancer which was “six months certified”. Her age is
given as 36 which means she was approximately 18 at her
marriage.
On a happier note we found the marriage of Elizabeth
Cutbush and William Reed, Blacksmith, had taken place at
Cowden in November 1850. She was 31 and he was 43.
The witnesses were her brother and sister Sophia Standen
and John Standen, who incidentally had been the witnesses
at her first marriage 12 years earlier. Elizabeth must have
thought a lot of William as she forfeited her financial security
to marry him. In the 1851 census the extended family now
comprised William Reed Jnr aged 12, George Cutbush Jnr
aged 10 and his brother 8 year old Walter—all at the Forge.
Laura is residing at Hope Cottage, on the corner of Sparrows Green Road, with Kate Ashman, School Mistress.
William and Elizabeth had two children—Flora Jane in 1852
and Celia Elizabeth in 1854. Both survived childhood and
their marriages and children have been traced beyond
1901.
George Jnr and his sister Laura disappear from Wadhurst by
1861. We found them next in London where George is
living in The Strand and is trading as a Draper. On January
18th 1865 he married a Wadhurst girl, Mary Jane Walker of
Horsegrove Farm. Her father William and Walter Cutbush
were the witnesses at the marriage which took place at
Saint Martins-in-the-Fields.
Shortly afterwards Laura
married Alfred Blaker, an Ironmonger in the same church.
However in 1861 Walter was still living with his mother,
stepfather and two half sisters. His stepbrother William Jnr
is recorded as Blacksmith and is married with a young baby
who had been named Walter!

money would be given to the children when they reached
the age of 21. At 28 years she was 11 years his junior.
Wanting to know what became of Elizabeth we searched for
her in the 1851 census. Bearing in mind that her husband
had died less than four years earlier we were surprised to
find that she had remarried and she was now Elizabeth
Reed. Her husband William had also been widowed;
strangely enough his wife Sophia Elizabeth had been laid to
rest in the Parish Church less than a week after Mr Cutbush.
On checking the 1841 census again we found that William
Reed had been one of the Village Blacksmiths, living at the
Forge [above—as it is today] which is at the top of Black-

In 1866 Walter joined his brother George and the brothers
opened a Draper’s shop in Leatherhead where Laura and
Alfred Blaker had an Ironmonger’s shop. Walter had
married Isabel Walker, Mary Jane’s sister. The Walker
family is a story in itself and will have to wait for a future
issue!
The three Cutbush children leave a sad tale behind them.
Laura died after only a couple of years’ marriage leaving two
sons behind. George Jnr died in 1870 aged just 30 of
Hepatitis and “Disease of the Heart” which according to the
Doctor he had had for 3 years. His sister-in-law Isabel was
with him at his death. With his death the business floundered and Walter was left to eke out a living as a travelling

salesman. He and Isabel had many children and times
must have been tough for a long while.
Sadly Elizabeth probably never saw her two eldest children
after they moved away. She died in 1862. The entry in the
Burial Register records “Elizabeth Reed wife of William
former wife of George Cutbush buried April 5th 1862 aged
43”. This is a slightly unusual entry as many women in
Wadhurst remarried but we haven’t seen a burial entry that
refers to a first husband before. Elizabeth was buried
alongside George Cutbush although this isn’t mentioned in
the Burial Register. The plot had probably been purchased
many years before. William survived his wife by many
years dying aged 74 in 1891. We have yet to discover the
site of William’s grave in the Churchyard as he has no
headstone—hopefully he is with Sophia and their children.
George and Elizabeth have no headstone either, but theirs
may have been moved along with some others when they
became dangerous.
ER
Rosemarie Peeling has added: “During our three summers
spent in the churchyard transcribing the headstones, we
found the benches in the porch a welcome refuge from the
rain, etc. They are quite beautiful and a lovely gift for a little
girl to think of giving to her community.”
Inscription:
In Loving Memory of Annora Violet Watson Smyth of this
parish Born October 23rd 1901 Died April 29th 1912
These seats her own wish given by her Mother
From The Sussex Express Fri May 12th 1912
Annora Violet Watson Smyth.
FUNERAL LAST THURSDAY. Daughter of W D WATSON
SMYTH of WADHURST CASTLE. In August 1910 the dear
child met with an accident, that led to a complication,
necessitating an amputation and several dangerous operations. Since her accident she had been an invalid and bore
her sufferings with great patience. She passed peacefully
away in her sleep on April 29th. She was held in deep
affection, and when out in her invalid car always had a
bright smile and a nod for all the many children of her
acquaintance. A special children's burial service was held by
the Rev M Z Tankin. The hymn was ‘Peace Perfect Peace’.
The grave was beautifully lined with evergreens, narcissi
and arabis. There were lots and lots of wreaths, Uncle
Henry and Aunt Molly, Uncle Francis and Aunt Aggie, Uncle
The Society’s English Wine Tasting evening on 12 Feb
2005 was another successful event. 88 members and
friends enjoyed 8 very different English wines from the
English Wine Centre at Alfriston, in a tutored tasting led by
Michael Goolden. An English cheese ploughman’s and a
raffle rounded the evening off. The event raised over
£500 for the Society’s funds; as a result, we now have a
10ft square projection screen for use at our meetings.

Glossary of old English words used in the Sussex Weald

Original
advowson

Meaning and examples
the right to appoint a priest to an ecclesiastical
benefice
almshouse charitable foundations to care for the elderly, poor,
infirm and wayfarers
assert, assart land newly cleared for tillage and cultivation
berg, borg hill
bloomery
a forge that produced iron bars known as 'blooms'
boc
beech: Buxted - derived from boc stede or
beech place
bridle-way ] a highway over which the public have rights of way
bridle-path] on foot and on horseback
brook
meadow abutting on a stream which is liable to flood
burh
fortified town or dwelling
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carucate
a plough-land
chapel of ease a chapel provided for the ease of those
living at some distance from the parish church
chuck
block of wood
close rolls
registered copies of private letters and documents
of the Royal Court of Chancery such as conveyances and writs
copyhold
copyholders held their land by right of a title
entered in the Manor Court Rolls, a copy of
which was given to them
curtilage
the court and outbuildings attached to a dwelling
demesne
land attached to a mansion
den or denn woodland pasture
Birchden: - a den among birch trees
estovers
the right to dig turf from the wasteland of a Manor
feet of fines a formal conveyance of land
fleche or fletch arrow: Fletching - where arrows were made
frankpledge the responsibility of a small community to ensure
that anyone accused of an offence was available to
answer the charge at Court
gill, ghyll
narrow, steep-sided valley with a stream through it
glebe
piece of land serving as part of a clergyman's
benefice and providing income
ham
settlement
hamm
water meadow
Blackham - a black water meadow
hammer pond a type of mill pond associated with the
production of iron
hatch
a fenced enclosure
heriot
obligation upon an heir to return property, donate
the best animal or make a payment to the lord of
the manor prior to being allowed to enter the
inherited land
hoath
clearing on heathland: East Hoathly - the eastern
part of a clearing on heathland
hundred
a tenth century administrative division of a shire or
rape: Rotherfield hundred
hurst or hyrst wooded hill
knight's fee or service a feudal obligation to provide military
service to the Crown for forty days each year
manor
a feudal estate and, in essence, the forerunner of
local government through a system of Manor
Courts recorded in Court Rolls
marl
soil consisting of clay and lime, with fertilizing
properties
marlpit
an open pit, the primary purpose being to obtain
marl for improving the soil; often a secondary one
being the extraction of the iron ore below the marl
mere
pool: Maresfield Meresfield - derived from-open
land and pool
messuage
a dwelling house with outbuildings and land
assigned to its use
peculiar
property exempted from the jurisdiction of the
diocese in which it lies
perry
pear or fruit tree: Perryfield - a field of fruit trees
rape
an area consisting of several Hundreds. The
Sussex Rapes were Chichester, Arundel, Bramber,
Lewes, Pevensey and Hastings
reredos
a decorative stone or wood screen
stede
place: Horsted - the horse place
subsidy rolls list of tax payers
tithe
a tax of one-tenth of the annual produce of land or
labour formerly levied to support the clergy and
the Church
tun
farmstead or manor
tye
an enclosed common or large open field
Holtye - an enclosed common by a hollow
villein
an unfree tenant who held land subject to
agricultural service and fines
virgate
a yardland, about 30 acres
weald
forest or woodland: Andredesweald - the forest of
Anderida
From the very useful website www.thesussexweald.org and
suggested by Thai Goulton. Also of interest: The Local History
Companion by Stephen Friar - Sutton Publishing Ltd 2001 and
Sussex Place-Names by Judith Glover - Countryside Books 1997
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JAMES STEVENS—on trial for matricide: The Courier story continues
On Wed 14 Feb 1906, the trial opened before Mr Justice
Kennedy and a Grand Jury; the Treasury had retained Mr H.
F. Dickens K.C. with Mr Biron as his junior. For the prisoner,
Mr Vaughan Gower, solicitor of Tunbridge Wells, who had
strenuously taken the defence in hand, had retained Mr
Ernest Wild, the well-known barrister who defended the
prisoners in the St. Neots and Peasonhall cases, and Mr
Berwick. Much interest was shown in the trial and on each
occasion the Court was crowded. The Courier reported that,
throughout the trial, there was no perceptible alteration on
the demeanour of the prisoner from that which he wore at
the proceedings before the Magistrates, beyond that the
smile of indifference which had previously played upon his
features was now absent. “He looked well, but sat silently
gazing with silent stare in front of him.”
His Lordship took his seat at 10.30 and opened the case
with a brief summary of the facts. Mr Dickens K.C. stated
that the evidence was of a circumstantial nature. He did not
mean to say that evidence of that nature was not good;
very often it was stronger than evidence of a more direct
character, if the links were all forged in one chain.
On the morning of 11 December, a domestic servant,
named Florence Hawkins, passed the cottage at 7.30 on her
way to Wadhurst Station [confirmed at the inquest by Albert
King, signalman at the station—but The Courier variously
calls her Clarence and Clara]. She heard the deceased and
a man, whose voice she did not recognise, quarrelling. The
prisoner claimed he had left home at 7.15 but his workmates, Richard Stapley of Brickkiln Cottages and George
Dunk of Osmers Hill, both stated at the inquest that James
Stevens did not arrive at work at the shaw at Perrins Farm
until 8 o’clock. Mr Dickens added that there was no doubt
that they were honest men but the Jury must very carefully
watch their evidence and determine their accuracy.
He next turned to various statements made by the accused.
At the Old Vine on the evening of 11 December, James
Stevens stated that he had left the cottage between 6 and 7
o’clock; afterwards he said to his aunt “I know nothing
about it; I really don’t, aunt” and to a labourer at the
Balaclava Inn, suggesting it might be the last drink they
would have together: “I suppose they will hang me, and
hang an innocent man”.
Mr Dickens, in conclusion, said that the first question which
would arise was that of motive. He suggested, on behalf of
the Crown, that there was probably a sudden quarrel, and
that it was in consequence of the quarrel that the deed was
committed. “The woman’s life was insured for a few
pounds, the premiums being paid lately by the daughter.
What motive was there for any outside person to commit
the crime? She was a poor woman, and there was no
suggestion that any violation had been attempted. She
was, undoubtedly, alive at 7.30 and quarrelling with a man
at that hour. If the prisoner was in the house at that time
she was quarrelling with the prisoner. Of course they were
in doubt as to when the murder was actually committed,
although it was certain she made no sign of being inside the
cottage alive when Mrs. Hemsley passed at 9.20.”
Witnesses were then called and examined. Rhoda Blackman of Great Butts Cottages, daughter of the deceased
woman, gave evidence that her mother was insured and
that she occasionally paid the premiums; she also kept the
policy. Cross-examined, she said that she had claimed the
insurance money and had taken possession of the furniture.
When she had spoken to the prisoner on the day of the

murder he appeared very much upset. “The mother and
son appeared to be very fond of each other.”
George Dunk, labourer, of Woods Green confirmed that, on
the day of the murder, he had been working in a shaw
about 150 yards from the Stevens’ cottage. He was
“brushing” the wood, a sort of work he had not previously
done. On the Saturday before Stevens and Stapley were
working with witness at wood cutting on piece rates. They
arranged on that day to take their dinners on the next
Monday. He went to work on the Monday morning at 7
o’clock. Stapley followed about 7.30. Shortly after his
arrival, witness looked at his watch, when it was about 7.40.
The prisoner came to work at 8 o’clock, so near as the
witness could judge. Between the time he looked at his
watch and the arrival of Stevens he made four faggots,
which took him about twenty minutes, and this enabled him
to fix the time as eight o’clock. During the morning Stevens
appeared normal and witness did not notice any bleeding
on the prisoner’s arm. At noon the prisoner went to the
cottage and came back hurriedly remarking: “Someone has
been and killed her.” Stapley said “You don’t mean it” and
the prisoner said “That’s right.” Dunk next described the
scene at the cottage—and the Court then adjourned for
lunch.
Dunk was then cross-examined and re-examined to try and
determine precisely at what time Stevens arrived for work.
Richard Stapley, labourer of Pell Green, then gave evidence
that he had started work at 7.30 and had cut enough wood
“to make two house faggots”, which took him to eight
o’clock, at which hour Stevens arrived. During the morning,
the prisoner commented that he had had “a tidy drop of
beer” on the Saturday and Sunday and that his mother was
going to bring him some beer with his lunch. Witness had
seen the accused with a red handkerchief with white spots,
similar to the one produced in evidence earlier. Crossexamining, Mr Wild commented that he had one himself.
Continuing he asked: “Have you ever snared a rabbit?” “For my employer I have” [laughter]. His Lordship said if
there was another outburst of unseemly behaviour he
would have the Court cleared. It was disgraceful that
people should behave in such a way during a murder trial.
Mr Wild: Do you remember giving Stevens a rabbit in the
hop garden last October? - Yes.
Was it bleeding? - Yes, from the mouth.
Did he put it in his pocket? - Yes.
P.C. Keep then gave evidence that Stevens had come to his
house and reported that someone had murdered his mother. Witness went down and found the body on the bed with
the throat cut. A blood-stained handkerchief was lying in
the doorway, which the prisoner declared he had never
seen before. The prisoner found a rusty razor and, on being
asked, confirmed that it was his, but added that he should
have another somewhere. He shortly after picked the razor
produced out of a basket in the scullery. The razor blade
had the appearance of having been washed but not properly wiped. Cross-examined he confirmed that the soles of
the dead woman’s shoes were damp.
P.C. Anscombe, called as a witness, said he had examined
the sleeves of the prisoner’s shirt and on the right wristband found five distinct spots of blood, which were dry. The
prisoner said he had scratched his wrist that morning in the
wood. “There was a small scratch across the wrist. It was
very slight indeed.” The same evening he saw Stevens in
the Old Vine and asked him what time he went to work in

the morning; Stevens replied that he went at 7.15, leaving
his mother in the kitchen. Later, he added that he had
enquired as to any other man in the vicinity. Miss Hodge, at
Hodge’s cottage, told him she had seen a man leaving Mrs.
Hemsley’s gate at 11.15 that morning. He had followed the
description given of this man and believed he had discovered who it was.
At the conclusion of Wednesday’s hearing the Jury was
‘locked up’.
On Thursday morning, Dr Hugh George Rashleigh gave
evidence on the position of the body on the bed. The
woman had been killed instantaneously by a right-handed
man, who had probably grasped her right hand, which bore
blood marks. The cord, with which the arms were tied, he
judged to have been placed on after death. He did not think
it possible that blood would have spurted on to the murderer, as there was no blood on the victim below the collar
bone. He added that, in his opinion, the five spots of blood
found on Stevens’ wrist-band could not have been the result
of a scratch that morning. The woman lost a lot of blood
but, in his opinion, this would not affect the onset of ‘rigor
mortis’.
Fanny Ballard, wife of the landlady [sic] of the Old Vine gave
evidence that, on the day of the murder, Stevens was in the
house and told her he started for work between six and
seven on the morning of the murder.
Harry Walter, Pell Green, deposed that on the evening oi the
murder, the prisoner said to him, after telling him of the
murder: “They will hang me for it I suppose but they will
hang an innocent man.”
Mabel Hodge of Wadhurst, was then called. She said she
lived at Hodge’s Cottage; on Monday December 11th,
shortly after 11 a.m she was in a bedroom at the top of the
house and saw a man coming from the direction of the back
door of Hemsley’s cottage, out of the door and down to
Austen’s Corner. He was dressed in light trousers, dark
jacket and cap, and carried a bag over his back. “It was
foggy.” At the same time she saw a man named Wickenden going in the direction of Austen’s Corner; Mr Barnes
was there also. She told Anscombe this but was unable to
say whether the first man was Skelton.
Charles Skelton, labourer of Wadhurst, said he was collecting rabbit skins at Woods Green that Monday; he passed
the Stevens’ cottage but was not nearer than 40 yards to
Hemsley’s Cottage. William Wickenden said he was on the
road between Hodge’s Cottage and Hemsley’s house on the
morning of December 11th. He saw Miss Hodge at the
window of her house but did not see anyone near Hemsley’s
gate but, on his way back afterwards, at about 11.15, he
saw a man hurrying across the road into the twitten: he did
not know who the man was. John Barnes, grocer of Sparrows Green, confirmed that he was on the road near the
cottages that morning but had not seen anyone come out of
Hemsley’s gate. That concluded the case for the prosecution and the Court adjourned for lunch.
Mr Dickens addressed the Jury for an hour, setting out the
case for the Crown. He did not ask them to draw rash
inferences or to strain the facts against the prisoner; drawing reasonable inferences they were not likely to go wrong.
He did not think it was a strained inference to suggest that
the murder could not have been committed by someone
outside. It had been suggested that a wandering tramp
with homicidal tendencies, having no grudge against the
woman, went to the cottage for the purpose of robbery;
nothing had been stolen. Nor was there any sign that the
woman had been ravished.
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Mr Wild then addressed the Jury for the defence. “His
magnificent speech lasted nearly two hours.” He knew the
Jury were aware that they were about to perform one of the
most serious and grave duties that could be allotted to any
citizen, for it was concerned with the solemn arbitrament of
life and death. He was going to suggest that even if he had
not asked a single question in cross-examination, if he had
allowed the evidence to be given from start to finish, if every
fact and every theory attempted to be deducted from those
facts were accepted by them, that the case was not strong
enough to justify a verdict of conviction, because the very
farthest that the Crown had gone was to prove that the
prisoner might be guilty, and he was going to ask the jury
to say the Crown had not even proved that.
He invited the Jury to consider the lives of the two people
living together—the mother and the love child. There was
no suggestion that the prisoner was other than a filial loving
son, not a suggestion that any lack of affection after the
manner of people of that class, i.e. people who did not wear
their hearts on their sleeves, and were not accustomed to
indulge in extravagant expressions of affection.
There was not even the suggestion that the prisoner was
the worse for drink on the day of the murder. It was true
he had been to the public-house, which was the poor man’s
club, on the day before, but he was perfectly orderly and
sober. The prosecution said that Florence Hawkins passed
the cottage at 7.30 and heard loud voices, as if quarrelling.
Well, the Jury knew what that class of people were. They
talked loudly, and Mrs Stevens was somewhat deaf. He put
it to the Jury that, under the circumstances, Mrs Hawkins—
thinking backwards—might have thought that the persons
she heard talking loudly were quarrelling. He took the
gravest exception to the statement made by his learned
friend, who said that, if the Jury thought the prisoner was
the person quarrelling; then he was the murderer.
He then turned to the time of death. “Was there anything
more difficult in life to gauge than time?” The only thing
they had to go on, except the guessing of Stapley and Dunk
as to the flight of time, was the reliability of Dunk’s watch.
They knew the sort of watch Dunk would have, which was
sometimes a quarter of an hour fast or slow. Then as to
Stapley—”Would any of them like to convict any man of any
crime on the evidence of a man like Stapley, who was
perfectly honest, no doubt, but perfectly foolish as well, and
who when he went to work that morning had to ask his
brother the time.”
Mr Wild went on to argue that Stevens would not have had
time to murder his mother before going to work and that
there was every possibility that death occurred sometime
before noon, when Stevens could not have committed the
deed. There was Miss Hodge’s evidence that she had seen
a man nearby at eleven o’clock; this should not be passed
by with ridicule or without serious consideration. He then
considered the lack of heavy blood stains on Stevens’
clothing—and dismissed the argument that the five tiny
spots of blood were evidence of Stevens’ guilt. He called on
the jury to vindicate the principles of British Justice, which
needed absolute proof before any man could be convicted.
The Court was then adjourned until Friday. Proceedings
that day were reported in the second edition of The Courier,
which unfortunately is not available on microfilm. We can
therefore only assume that proceedings began with a
summary by Mr Justice Kennedy of the case against Stevens; whether he gave any direction to the Jury remains
unknown. What is certain is that the Jury delivered a
verdict of guilty and James Stevens was duly condemned to
death by hanging on Tuesday March 6th 1906 …….

Note from the Editor
The June newsletter will be available at the meeting on
Jun 1. Articles and material for inclusion should be given
to any Committee member, or to The Editor, at Greenman Farm,
Wadhurst TN5 6LE or e-mail
whs@greenman.demon.co.uk by 14 May please.

Another extract from Peter Brandon’s book ‘The
Kent & Sussex Weald’’ p138:
“Wadhurst and Ticehurst parishes are particularly rich in
ironmaster’s houses. Great Shoesmiths was the home of
the Barhams who long worked Brooklands and Verridge
forges and whose cast-iron grave slabs are in Wadhurst
church. Nearby is Riverhall built near his Riverhall Furnace by Nicholas Fowle in 1591. It has a fire-back with
the initial EH, which may represent Edmund Hawes, a
local ironmaster and perhaps a previous owner. Faircrouch was the home of William Benge, the builder of the
Gloucester Furnace at Lamberhurst in 1695. Whiligh was
built from 1583 for the Courthopes, and Pashley, with a
beautiful early 17th-century façade with close studding,
was built for the Mays, who owned Pashley Furnace.
Courthope, gunmaster to King Charles II, with George
Browne, lived at Sprivers in Lamberhurst. With the profits
of the iron trade, ironmasters climbed into the ranks of
the gentry. Wadhurst church has no fewer than 30 iron
grave-slabs in the floor of the nave commemorating the
families of Porter, Fowle, Dunmott, Barham, Luck, Holland, Saunders and Benge, who were connected with the
local iron trade. Hendall manor retains its Elizabethan
atmosphere with its gables, mullions, courtyard garden
and great stone barn on the lawn. It appears to have
been largely rebuilt by the Pope family in stone on medieval cellars and passageways during the phase of the iron
industry. Parts of the old timber-framed house can be
identified and a later extension, shown in Grimm’s drawings, has been demolished. The stone quarry providing
material for house and barns is close by. The furnace site
is marked by a prominent bay and a cinder bank. A
wooden trough is visible in summer. Sandstone rock
outcrops in the Rock Wood SSSI support Atlantic plants.
It is difficult to believe that the ghyll woodland was not
clear felled in the 16th century. In Wadhurst William
Courthope, the antiquarian, noted the furnace and forge
at Riverhall worked by the Fowles. Nicholas Fowle, who
carried on these works, built in 1591 the fine mansion
Riverhall, which still exhibits traces of its former grandeur.
Brookland Forge and Verridge Forge, on the borders of
Frant, at or near Bartley Mill, or Little Shoesmiths, were
worked by the Barhams of Butts and Shoesmiths. John
Barham worked Bartley Mill and Brookland forges.”

Visit the Society’s website—www.wadhurst.info/whs
for updates and reports on what has been achieved by
Task Groups before the next Newsletter.
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Q&A
This should be a regular feature of the Newsletter - the
opportunity to resolve problems that have been bothering
you for ages: so send in your queries and the answers to
earlier problems.

Information Wanted
L M Sharman of Gillingham, Kent has written about Wilfrid
Baldock, carpenter and undertaker of 1 Dunstan Terrace,
Sparrows Green. He was her grandfather and she has sent
in a photo of the family, including Wilfrid’s father Ebenezer
Baldock, dated around 1910. She would be interested in
any information about the carpenters’ works, Jessamine
Villa, Brockfield, Fair View in Pell Green, the Rehoboth
Chapel in Pell Green, where her gt gt grandfather William
Winslow was the minister, Woodbine Cottage in Lamberhurst and Cock Mount—all buildings associated with her
family up to the First World War. She also wondered
whether Baldock Road was connected to the family.
She has other photos of her family and would welcome
pictures of these houses.

Information Received
Looking through the Census returns for Wadhurst from
1841 to 1901, we can trace Ebenezer Baldock from 1861
when he was an unmarried agricultural labourer, aged 21,
at Great Butts. In 1871 he was a carpenter in Durgates,
with a wife Jane - a schoolmistress and three daughters
Jane, Mary and Elizabeth. In 1881, he is in Tunbridge Wells
Road—still a carpenter but his wife is absent; however, he
now has a son Henry aged 6. In 1891, he is a carpenter in
Durgates, with a wife Lydia [the daughter of William Winslow] and 10 children; Henry is now 16 and a carpenter—
and there is no sign of his three daughters by his first[?]
wife Jane! In 1901, he is still in Durgates, with 6 children at
home—the eldest Wilfrid a carpenter. Henry is married and
seems to be living in his parent’s home. One can have fun
with Census returns—and find and solve puzzles galore!
In Newsletter no. 5, we provided an answer to a query
about a man, who used to sit on the bench by the Primary
School. He was identified as Alfie ‘Wiry’ Wilmshurst.
Several members have commented that Alfie was not a
young man in the 1970s. The answer should have been
Geoff Kennard.
In particular, our first Honorary Member, Oliver Mason,
wrote: “The young man in question, who was indeed 'a bit
simple', and did work in the fish shop in the High Street,
was known as Geoff. No doubt he did 'sweep up' in the
shop, but he also did the deliveries on his bicycle all round
the parish. At that time we lived down the lane past Ladymeads in Lower Cousley Wood, and Geoff was a not infrequent visitor, delivering fish. He may have been simple, but
we always got what we had ordered. However, we didn't
really look forward to his coming, because we had a dog, a
Pekinese, and whenever Geoff came she went berserk.
Some sixth sense seemed to tell her that Geoff wasn't quite
like other people. Unfortunately, instead of ignoring her,
Geoff would persist in trying to make friends with her, which
only made matters worse.
The proprietor of the fish shop was Mr George Mallion,
whose widow, in her late eighties, is still very much alive.”
The fish shop in the High Street is now The Hair Workshop .
Geoff lived with his parents in Osmers Hill. And what
interests me is that, in 1901, one Edwin Kennard, his wife
and 4 children, lived at ‘Greenmans’ employed as a stock-

